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Abstract

In this paper we present some of the main developments in the Applications of soft set theory as a survey of literature motivated by Molodtsov.
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INTRODUCTION

In 1965 L. A. Zadeh [1] coined his remarkable theory of Fuzzy sets that deals with a kind of uncertainty known as “Fuzziness” and which is due to partial membership of an element in a set. Although Fuzzy set theory is very successful in handling uncertainties arising from vagueness or partial belongingness of an element in a set, it cannot model all sorts of uncertainties prevailing in different real physical problems. Thus search for new theories has been continued. In 1982 Z. Pawlak[2] came up with his Rough set theory. In 1999, Molodtsov [3] initiated a novel concept of soft set theory, which is a completely new approach for modeling vagueness and uncertainty. Molodtsov successfully applied the soft set theory into several directions such as smoothness of functions, game theory, Riemann integration, Perron integration, theory of measurement and so on.

A soft set is a classification of elements of the universe with respect to some given set of parameters. It has been shown that soft set is more general in nature and has more
capabilities in handling uncertain information. Also a fuzzy set or a rough set can be considered as a special case of soft sets. Research involving soft sets and its application in various fields of science and technology are currently going on in a rapid pace.


Mushrif [16] presented a new algorithm based on the notions of soft set theory for classification of the natural textures. Kovkov [17] considered the optimization problems in the framework of the theory of soft sets which is directed to formalization of the concept of approximate object description. Majumdar-Samanta [18] studied the similarity measure of soft sets. Maji [19] presented the concept of the fuzzy soft sets (fs-sets) by embedding the ideas of fuzzy sets. By using this definition of fs-sets many interesting applications of soft set theory have been expanded. Bhardwaj [20] used reduct soft set for real life decision making problems. Yang-Xiao [21] defined the operations on fuzzy soft sets which are based on three fuzzy logic operators: negation, triangular norm and triangular conorm.

Crossingham-Marwala [22] presented an approach to optimize rough sets partition sizes using four optimization techniques namely genetic algorithm, particle swarm optimization, hill climbing and simulated annealing for interstate conflict.

Jiang –Tang-Chen [23] proposed an extension of soft set theory by using the concepts of Description Logics (DLs) to act as the parameters of soft set and Jiang proposed an adjustable approach to intuitionistic fuzzy soft sets based on decision making. Das and Kar [24] proposed an algorithm approach based on intuitionistic fuzzy soft set (IFSS) in the group decision making (GDM) which explores a particular disease reflecting the agreement of all experts. Agarwal-Garg [25] extended the Intuitionistic Fuzzy Soft Sets (IFSS) to generalized IFSS (GIFSS) by introducing the generalization parameter to the
pool of the intuitionistic fuzzy numbers (IFNs) of IFSS and demonstrated in decision making area.

Feng-Jun [26] proposed an adjustable approach to fuzzy soft set based decision making, and discussed the application of interval-valued fuzzy soft sets in decision making problems. Feng-Zhou [27] introduced soft set discernibility in soft sets to solve the problems of decision making. Deli - Broumi [28] presented neutroshopic soft sets for decision making called NSM-decision making, while Deli combined an interval-valued neutrosophic sets and a soft sets called \textit{ivn}-soft sets and implemented it on decision making problems.


Mao-Yao-Wang[42] presented the concept of intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix(IFSM) and applied it in group decision making problem. Yang-Chenli[43] initiated a matrix representation of a fuzzy soft set and applied it in certain decision making problems. The concept of fuzzy soft matrix theory was studied by Borah-Neog [44] and Rajarajeswari-Dhanalakshmi [45] defined intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix.

**A Brief Review on Applications of Soft Sets**

In 2003 Chen-China-Tsang-Yeung [11] proposed a reasonable definition of parameterization reduction of soft sets and compared it with the concept of attributes reduction in rough sets theory. By using this new definition of parameterization reduction, they improved the application of a soft set in a decision making problem.
Parameterization reduction is also possible in soft sets and related applications as presented by Chen and they further said that the approach followed by Maji was incorrect and also claimed that the reduct is not same for soft set theory and rough set theory. Their idea for reduction of attributes in soft sets was based on the optimal choice concept that addresses the problems of sub-optimal solutions. This problem was also analyzed by Kong-Gao-Wang-Li [47] in 2008 and defined actual parameter reduction that can overcome the problems of sub-optimality.

In 2005 Pei - Miao [15] explored information systems and soft sets in terms of relationship between them. The results of their experiments reveal that information systems and partition-type soft sets share a common formal structure. For instance fuzzy information systems and fuzzy soft sets are equal.

In 2007 Roy-Maji[48] presented a novel method of object recognition from an imprecise multiobserver data . This method involves construction of a Comparison Table from a fuzzy soft set in a parametric sense for decision making.

For decision making using soft set where there is data deficiency Zou- Xiao [49] proposed a novel technique in 2008 and this technique is based on computation of weighted average as per the distribution objects.

In 2009 Herawan- Mustafa[50 ] proved that every rough set can be utilized as soft set for mining purposes. For this reason an alternative approach was proposed by Pawlak to achieve reduct whose results again proved to be same as that of rough reduction.

In 2010 Herawan- Rozaida- Deris[51] presented an approach to reduce dimensionality of soft set. The existing solutions on soft set are Boolean– based. However, they may also have non-Boolean values. In case of multi-valued information systems, they presented an alternative approach for reducing attributes. They introduced the idea of multi soft sets that are constructed from multi-valued information systems. Then they also used OR and AND operators on soft sets. They came to know from the experiments that the set of attributes (reduct) required in soft set theory are also same as that of rough set theory.

In 2011 Neog - Sut[52] established new notion of complement of a fuzzy soft set to obtain the solution of a decision problem in an imprecise environment also they applied the notion fuzzy soft matrices and complement of fuzzy soft sets in a decision making problem. Cagman-Enginoglu[53] defined fuzzy soft aggregation operator that allows constructing more efficient decision making method. Finally, they gave an example which shows that the method can be successfully applied to many problems that contain uncertainties.Razak-Mohamad [54] proposed a group decision making method with criteria based on soft set based data mining approach. The weight of each criterion is computed using a method known as Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP)[55]. The group decision making problem is solved using soft max – min decision making method.Chetia-Das [56] extended Biswas’s method for evaluation of answer scripts of students. They assumed five satisfaction levels in order to evaluate the performance of
students. They include unsatisfactory, satisfactory, good, very good and excellent. They have developed an algorithm that takes student’s statistics as input and build a soft set matrix before evaluating the performance of students. Xun Ge - Songlin Yang [57] investigated operations on soft set. They explored the operations defined in the prior works. The results of their work help others to choose right operators and operational rules while working with soft sets. Similarity measure has extensive application in pattern recognition, region extraction, coding theory, image processing and in many other areas. Similarity of two fuzzy soft has been studied by Majumder – Samantha [58]. Sut applied similarity of fuzzy soft sets in decision making problem and used the notion of similarity of fuzzy soft sets in medical diagnosis. Ahmad- Rose-Hassan-Deris [59] proposed two techniques to compare incomplete datasets. The techniques are based on aggregate and calculated support values and parity bits of supported set. When a dataset is downloaded or taken from a source, it might be an incomplete dataset due to VIRUS attacks or any software or hardware problems. As the processing of incomplete datasets will yield inconsistent results, it is essential to know whether the data sets are complete or incomplete prior to using them in data mining algorithms. The results of comparison help in finding missing attributes and take necessary steps to rectify the problems before actually processing the data.

In 2012 Rajpoot- Shailendra - Shrivastava - Abhishek [60] proposed an association rule mining based on soft set approach using constraints with respect to initial support. The constraint is meant for filtering rarely occurred items and false frequent items. As the pruning reduces search space, the dataset is improved and it consumes fewer resources to mine association rules. Afterwards, the dataset is converted to Boolean – valued information system. The resultant dataset is known as soft set. They compared both CSS approach and previous soft set based approach. The results revealed that constraint based soft set approach has exhibited higher performance. Satya Ranjan-Satchidanda [61] applied soft data mining to Bioinformatics and explored the challenges encountered. Of late there has been considerable research on soft sets and their application to Bioinformatics. Soft set theory is used for data analysis and also decision making in Bioinformatics domain. Using adequate parameters membership is decided in soft set theory. Equivalent classes concept is used by rough set theory while the grade of membership is used by fuzzy set theory. Though these three are unique in their functionality, they all commonly deal with vagueness. Thus an idea came up to combine them. The relationship among them was explored by Gorzalzany [62] in 1987. All those techniques are widely used in applications but they have their own limitations as described by Molodtsov. As specified above application of data mining bioinformatics revealed the difficulties such as vagueness, local optimality and intractability. The solution to overcome these drawbacks is to combine soft data mining techniques and apply to bioinformatics in order to achieve best results. Rajarajeswari-Dhanalakshmi [63] applied the notion of similarity between two fuzzy soft sets based on distance, to obtain the solution of a medical problem in an imprecise environment. Bashir-Razak-Alkhazaleh[64] introduced the concept of possibility intuitionistic fuzzy soft set and studied some of its properties. Applications of this theory have been given to solve a decision-making problem. Similarity measure of two possibility intuitionistic fuzzy soft
sets is discussed and an application of this to medical diagnosis has been discussed. The decision making problems with imprecise data has a special significance in real life problems. Das– Borgohain[65] explained the concept of fuzzy soft sets which always possess parameterization tools is applied to solve a multi-observer multi-criteria decision making problem.

Xu-Wang-Hao[66] have developed a theoretical study of the ‘Vague Soft Set’ (VSS). The combination of Vague Set and Soft Set will be more useful in the field of applications wherever uncertainty appear. Biswas pointed out that one of the chief aim of educational institutions is to provide students with the evaluation reports regarding their test/examination as sufficient as possible and with the unavoidable error as small as possible and presented a fuzzy evaluation method(fem) for applying fuzzy sets in students’ answer scripts evaluation. He also modified the fuzzy evaluation method to propose a generalized fuzzy evaluation method (gfem) for students’ answer scripts evaluation. Alhazaymeh- Hassan [67] presented the basic properties of vague soft sets and introduced the concept of interval-valued vague soft sets which are an extension of the soft set and its operations such as equality, subset, intersection, union, AND operation, OR operation, complement, and null while further studying some properties and some examples for these concepts. They established number of applications on interval-valued vague soft sets. Lashari-brahim-Senan[68] applied soft set theory to classify sounds of musical instruments. They have done experiments and found the viability of soft set theory for this purpose. Their results revealed that soft set theory can be successfully used for the classification of musical instruments. Thus the soft set theory has got importance in decision making applications. They studied the impact of audio length and frame size on their classification system. Jothi-Inbarani [69] proposed an unsupervised feature selection algorithm using soft set. By using soft set theory the reduction of attributes is achieved. Various datasets are used to test the efficiency of the algorithm in terms of its speed and performance. The experiments were made on the datasets collected from UCI machine learning repository by Blake-Merz[70].

In 2013 Udhaya kumar-Inbarani-Senthil kumar [71] proposed a new approach for generating classification rules using a variant of soft set known as bijective soft sets. The algorithm takes dataset as input and generates a set of rules that help in decision making. Soft set theory has been applied to medical data also. To diagnose the prostate cancer risk. Saziye-Gulnur [72] developed an application of soft sets. In recent years the artificial intelligence has been developed rapidly since it can be applied easily to several areas like medical diagnosis, engineering and economics, among others. In this study they devised a soft expert system (SES) as a prediction system for prostate cancer by using the prostate specific antigen (PSA), prostate volume (PV) and age factors of patients based on fuzzy sets and soft sets and have calculated the patients’ prostate cancer risk. Data set has been provided by the Department of Urology, Meram Medical Faculty in Necmettin Erbakan University, Konya, Turkey. Shabir-Naz[73] proposed the notion of bipolar soft sets. Later in 2015 Karaaslan–Karatas[74] redefined the concept of bipolar soft set and bipolar soft set operations as more functional than Shabir and Naz’s definition and operations. Also they studied on their basic properties and
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presented a decision making method with application. Majumdar\cite{75} introduced the idea of entropy for soft sets and some applications of hybrid soft sets in solving real life problems like medical diagnosis, decision-making, etc. are shown. Issues like measurement of similarity of soft sets are also addressed.

In 2014 Hakim-Sari-Herawan\cite{76} used soft set theory as a generic mathematical tool to describe the objects in the form of information systems and evaluated using multidimensional scaling techniques to find the soft solution and recommendation for making a decision. To obtain the best feasible solution to the problems Gogoi-Dutta-Chandra\cite{77} considered various parameters relating to the solution. For this they used the best mathematical tool called Fuzzy soft set theory and successfully applied the same in decision making. Wang-Li-Chen\cite{78} extended the classical soft sets to hesitant fuzzy soft sets which are combined by the soft sets and hesitant fuzzy sets. Then, the complement, “AND”, “OR”, union and intersection operations are defined on hesitant fuzzy soft sets. The basic properties such as DeMorgan’s laws and the relevant laws of hesitant fuzzy soft sets are proved. Finally, with the help of level soft set, the hesitant fuzzy soft sets are applied to a decision making problem and the effectiveness is proved by a numerical example. Karaaslan\cite{79} studied neutrosophic soft sets established by Maji and then he redefined notion of neutrosophic soft set and neutrosophic soft set operations. Finally, he presented two applications of neutrosophic soft sets in decision making problem. As a combination of interval set and soft set, Zhang\cite{80} introduced the new notion of interval soft sets and made research on interval soft sets application. He investigated the tabular representation of interval soft sets, introduced the new concepts of interval choice values and applied the theory of interval soft sets to solve a decision making problem by using two methods and discussed the application of soft equality relations in preconditioning of decision making.

In 2015 Irfan Deli\cite{81} firstly defined neutrosophic parameterized neutrosophic soft sets(npn-soft sets) which is combination of a neutrosophic sets and a soft sets. Our npn-soft sets generalizes the concept of the other soft sets such as; fuzzy soft sets, intuitionistic fuzzy soft sets, neutrosophic soft sets, fuzzy parameterized soft sets, intuitionistic fuzzy parameterized soft sets, neutrosophic parameterized soft sets and so on. Then, he introduced some definitions and operations on npn-soft sets and some properties of the sets which are connected to operations have been established. Also, he introduced the concept of npn-soft matrix and their operators which are more functional to make theoretical studies in the npn-soft set theory. Finally, he proposed the decision making method on the npn-soft set theory which can be applied to problems of many fields that contain uncertainty and provided an example that this method can be successfully worked.

Selecting the most appropriate supplier is a key issue in supply chain management and is linked to the success of the entire supply chain. Supplier selection is a multiple-criteria decision-making problem that has qualitative and quantitative factors. The traditional method by which this is calculated adopts a precise value or single linguistic terms to represent attribute data. However, real-life situations have many uncertainties
and imprecise or missing data with regard to supplier selection. Moreover, experts equivocate between several values in assessing attribute data in real-world situations. These factors increase the difficulty selecting suppliers, causing decision-makers to make incorrect choices. To solve this issue in 2014 Kuei-Hu Chang[82] presented an integrated approach, using a soft set and hesitant fuzzy linguistic term set, for selecting the appropriate supplier in the supply chain. A practical example of liquid crystal display module supplier selection is presented to illustrate the proposed approach, the results of which are compared with those of the arithmetic average method and hesitant fuzzy linguistic term set method. The proposed approach effectively solves the problems of incomplete attribute data and expert hesitation in assessing attribute data.

Congliang-Chungh-xiaolan [83] explained the decision method of basic fuzzy soft set in the application of the asphalt pavement maintenance sorting. In order to determine the order of pavement maintenance plan, according to the survey data of pavement condition: road surface roughness, deflection, pavement damage condition and traffic volume, combined with related soft sets theory and put forward a new decision making method about determination of pavement maintenance scheduling by fuzzy soft set. At last, using this method, combining with example to sort project that need maintenance, the same sort results with other methods are obtained, and the feasibility, ease and simplicity of this method are proved.

Alkhazaleh [84] introduced the concept of multi-interval-valued fuzzy soft set (M-IVFSS) and also defined its basic operations, namely complement, union, intersection, AND and OR. Finally, he gave an application of this concept in decision-making problem.

Deli-Cagman [85] proposed a game model for dealing with uncertainties which is free of the difficulties. The proposed new game is called a soft game since it is based on soft sets theory. To construct a soft set we can use any parametrization with the help of words and sentences, real numbers, functions, mappings and so on. Therefore, payoff functions of the soft game are set valued function and solution of the soft games obtained by using the operations of sets that make this game very convenient and easily applicable in practice. Deli-Cagman defined two person soft games which can apply to problems contain vagueness and uncertainty. Then they gave four solution methods of the games which are soft saddle points, soft lower and soft upper values, soft dominated strategies and soft Nash equilibrium, also gave an example from the real world. Finally, they extended the two person soft games to n-person soft games.

Sai-Nagaraju [86] proposed framework that deals with uncertainty problems and extracts business intelligence which helps in making well informed decisions. The framework is based on soft sets and can be used in decision support systems of real world. They proposed an algorithm which is part of the underlying framework. This analytical study reveals that the proposed framework is useful to solve real world uncertainty problems. Nase-Nashar [87] presented an application of soft sets in a decision making problem for textile marketing with the help of rough mathematics of Pawlak. Earlier, a rough set representation, and hence, application done by Lin and Yao.
They used almost analogous representation of the soft sets in the form of a binary information table. Dauda-Mamat-Waziri [88] used the concept of AND operation to sort out two best candidates out of five applicants in an interview conducted by a certain bank. Also the identification of Idempotent Property of “AND” and “OR” operation of soft sets is given and proved.

In 2016 Zakri-Hossen-Sharif [89] proposed an Application of Soft sets to diagnose the educational obstacles for students. Cigdem-Hande [90] studied the theory of probabilistic soft sets introduced by Zhu-Wen. They defined equality of two probabilistic soft sets, subset, complement of a probabilistic soft set with examples and also introduced the operations of union, intersection, difference and symmetric difference and proved certain De Morgan’s laws hold in probabilistic soft set theory with respect to these new definitions. Garg-Agarwal-Tripathi [25] defined the notion of the fuzzy number intuitionistic fuzzy soft sets, different operations such as union, intersection, complement, max, min, AND and OR have been introduced on fuzzy number intuitionistic fuzzy soft sets environment. Some examples of these operations are given and a few properties are also studied. Mukherjee-Sarkar-Debnath [92] defined intuitionistic fuzzy soft aggregation operator for intuitionistic fuzzy soft set and constructed an algorithm using intuitionistic fuzzy soft aggregation operator for the decision making problem. Finally they applied the algorithm to solve a group decision making problem. Rajesh Kumar Pal [93] aimed to give an alternative way for computation of fuzzy soft decision making problem in more precisely qualitative than the existed methods. By using fs-aggregation method, he obtained the optimum logical results in an easier and faster way. To develop the theory, he first defined fs-sets and their operations then presented the decision making method for the fs-set theory.

Hussain-Irfan-Khan [91] studied the soft set representation of graphs and discussed the application of soft sets to study cycles, circuits, cut vertices, bridges and Hamilton cycles in a graph, some basic definitions regarding multi-set theory and soft set theory are mentioned. Moreover notions about soft set representation of a graph and presented some fundamental concepts of graph theory with the help of soft sets, especially cycles, circuits, cut vertex and bridges. Also they proved that soft sets can be very useful to determine the presence or absence of Hamilton cycles in a given graph.

Hamid–Herawan-Mungad [94] proposed a novel approach for handling conflict situation involving uncertainty. It is based on multi-soft sets taking into account of co-occurrence of parameter related to object in universe. The novelty of the proposed approach is that, unlike in rough set theory that uses decision rules, it is based on the concept of co-occurrence of parameters in soft set theory. They presented an illustrative example on how to handle conflict using multi soft sets. Furthermore, they elaborated the proposed approach of real world dataset of voting from political election data set from Indonesian parliament. However, they achieved lower computational time as compared to rough set approaches.

Nayak-Rath-Mohapatra [95] described that Decision –making is a process to select best out of different alternative possibilities. Every process of decisions produces a final
choice that may or may not prompt action. It is the study of identifying the best choice according to decision maker. They defined soft relation and application in investment decision based on the data collected from male employees working in private and government sectors in Bhubaneswar city, Odisha, India.

In 2017 Borah-Hazarika [45] discussed some properties of similarity of soft sets. After that they have introduced some new notions such as exact fuzzy soft points, point wise partial similarity and their properties. Also they discussed equality of soft sets based on similarity function. Finally they have shown two applications, one for similarity measure of two face sized and another equality of same composition drugs. Wang-Zhan–Borzooei [96] studied a kind of soft rough semigroups according to Shabir’s idea and defined the upper and lower approximations of a subset of a semigroup. According to Zhan’s idea over hemirings, they also defined a kind of new $C$-soft sets and $CC$-soft sets over semigroups. In view of this theory, they investigated the soft rough ideals (prime ideals, bi-ideals, interior ideals, quasi-ideals, regular semigroups), finally, they gave two decision making methods: one is for looking a best parameter which is to the nearest semigroup, the other is to choose a parameter which keeps the maximum regularity of regular semigroups. Inthumathi- Chitra- Jayasree [97] provided a soft decision making model on the soft set theory and applied it to real life problem. Based on their method, they analysed a real life problem with different operators and observed that choice of operator is important to get the needful decision. Hence, they concluded that the use of operators on soft sets play an important role in decision making which is flexible. Arafa-Nasef-Kamel [98] applied the theory of soft set to solve a decision making problem in terms of rough mathematics. Ahmad–Hassan [99] defined Einstein product and Einstein sum of vague soft sets and using these operations, they introduced an adjustable approach to vague soft set based decision-making, for solving decision-making in uncertain situation. The feasibility of proposed vague soft set based decision-making procedure in practical application is shown by some numerical examples. Distance And Similarity Measures For Dual Hesitant Fuzzy Soft Sets And Their Applications In Multicriteria Decision Making Problem is proposed by Garg-Arora [100] in 2017. The dual hesitant fuzzy set is one of the successful extensions of the fuzzy set in which elements are represented in terms of a set of possible values instead of a single number. However, their theory is restricted to their parameterized tool and hence it cannot be effectively applied to a real-life problem. In order to handle it, dual hesitant fuzzy soft set theory has been utilized in this manuscript and hence, based on it, some axioms of distance and similarity measures based on Hamming, Euclidean, and Hausdorff metrics have been proposed here. Various desirable relations between them have also been presented. The proposed distance measures are applied to the field of decision-making under dual hesitant fuzzy soft set environment. Finally, practical examples of pattern recognition and medical diagnoses are given to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed measures. A comparative study as well as advantages of the proposed distance measures over existing measures have been presented. Suresh-Ashokkumar [101] investigated the development of theory of soft complex fuzzy set. Consequently, a major part of this work is dedicated to a discussion of the intuitive interpretation of aggregation operation in soft complex fuzzy set. They
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gave an example of possible applications, which demonstrates the applications of aggregation operations that the method can be successfully applied to many problems that contains uncertainties and periodicities. Sonb-Delic–Nguyen [102] proposed the notation of bipolar neutrosophic soft sets that combines soft sets and bipolar neutrosophic sets. Some algebraic operations of the bipolar neutrosophic set such as the complement, union, intersection are examined and they proposed an aggregation bipolar neutrosophic soft operator of a bipolar neutrosophic soft set and developed a decision making algorithm based on bipolar neutrosophic soft sets. Numerical examples are given to show the feasibility and effectiveness of the developed approach.

In 2018 Meryline-Felbin [103] presented a new real measure on the soft real sets and it has shown that any arbitrary soft real set can be embedded in a soft $G_δ$ set. An application of this measure in solving multi attribute decision making (MADM) problem is illustrated. Fatimah-Rosadi [104] motivated and introduced the concept of N-soft set as an extended soft set model. Some useful algebraic definitions and properties are given. They cited real examples that prove that N-soft sets are a cogent model for binary and non-binary evaluations in numerous kinds of decision making problems. Finally, they proposed decision making procedures for N-soft sets. Xie–Jiali [105] investigated limits of interval type of soft sets (for short, $it$-soft sets). The concept of $it$-soft sets is first introduced. Then, limits of $it$-soft sets are proposed and their properties are obtained. Next, point-wise continuity of $it$-soft sets and continuous $it$-soft sets are discussed. Finally, an application for rough sets is given. Khalil-Hassan [106] introduced a new soft set called an inverse fuzzy soft set, along with its properties, characteristics, and operations. Then they constructed an algorithm using max-min and min-max decision of inverse fuzzy soft set for a fuzzy decision-making problem. Finally, they applied the algorithm to two decision-making problems to illustrate its applicability. It is shown that proposed approach is viable and provides decision makers a more mathematical insight before making decisions on their options.

In 2019 Malathy-Meenakshi [107] discussed the notions of fuzzy soft bi-partite graph, Size and degree of fuzzy soft bi-partite graph and investigated the application of Fuzzy Soft Bi-partite graph in Employee selection for an Organisation.

Data sets produced by hyphenated chemical analysis methods like GC/MS, LC/MS, or HPLC with UV/Vis diode array detection are often presumed to have “trilinear” structure if the profile for each compound does not change shape or position from one sample to the other. By applying this information as a trilinearity constraint in Self Modeling Curve Resolution (SMCR) methods, overlapping peaks related to the pure compounds of interest can be resolved in a unique way. In practice, many systems have non-trilinear behavior due to deviations from ideal response, for example a sample matrix effect, or changes in instrumental response. In such cases, the unique profiles obtained by strictly enforced trilinearity constraints will not necessarily produce true profiles because the data set does not follow the assumed trilinear behaviour. In 2019 Elnaz-Hamid-Paul [108] introduced “soft-trilinearity constraints” to permit peak profiles of given components to have small deviations in their shape and position in
different samples. They illustrated the influence of soft-trilinearity constraints on the accuracy of SMCR results for the case of a 3-component simulated system and an experimental data set. The results show that implementing soft-trilinearity constraints reduces the range of possible solutions considerably compared to the application of constraints such as just non-negativity. In addition, they show that the application of hard-trilinearity constraints can lead to solutions that are completely wrong or exclude the opportunity of a possible solution at all. The research of incomplete fuzzy soft sets is of paramount importance in fuzzy soft sets, where the combination of incomplete fuzzy soft set and decision-making problem is of great significance. Incomplete information in fuzzy soft sets leads to more uncertainty and ambiguity in decision-making.

Wang–Qin [109] proposed an algorithm of fuzzy soft set based decision-making problems under incomplete information. On the basis of the weighted function, they introduced the notions of weighted incomplete soft sets and weighted incomplete fuzzy soft sets, and shown an approach to weighted incomplete fuzzy soft sets for dealing with decision-making. Considering the missing weight function, the concept of incomplete weighted fuzzy soft sets is presented. Meanwhile, they applied the incomplete weighted fuzzy soft sets to solve the decision-making problem. As modal-style operators for fuzzy soft sets have a precise description of attributes possessed by objects, they applied modal-style operator for incomplete fuzzy soft set to deal with decision-making and proposed a new algorithm to make it more accurate and simple. Hesitant fuzzy set theory is a renowned approach to the formal modelling of uncertain data. An evidence of its success is that it has been extensively used in multi-attribute decision-making problems. Hesitant fuzzy computations make the decision-makers’ assessments more flexible and rich, thus improving reliability of the decisions that depend on them. Akram-Arooj-Carlos[110] introduced a novel hybrid model called hesitant fuzzy N-soft sets, which further enhances the virtues of hesitant fuzzy set theory with the benefits of N-soft sets. This theoretical model is capable of incorporating information about the occurrence of ratings or grades in a hesitant environment. They investigated some useful properties of hesitant fuzzy N-soft sets and constructed fundamental operations on them. They developed novel approaches to decision-making including TOPSIS (Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to an Ideal Solution), choice value and L-choice value based on hesitant fuzzy N-soft sets. Finally, they described potential applications of their model and presented the proposed methods as algorithms.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented a detailed theoretical study on applications of soft sets in decision making problems. Hence we can expect that some research teams will be actively working on soft set applications in the areas of Agriculture, Medicine, social science, soft computing, Artificial Intelligence and data science.
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